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ABSTRACT

The contribution deals with the calculation of floor structure loaded by a drop of a spent fuel cask.
The calculations were made as a part of the proposed design of the spent fuel cask depository in the
Dukovany NPP. The contribution presents the calculation results for the container impact against floor
concrete structure and against plastic damper from the height of 4.0m. The calculation results provide
the acceleration acting on the container at the moment of impact as well as the extent of damage
caused to the floor structure by the impact.

KEY WORDS: finite element method, concrete structures, impact loading, spent fuel depository, cask drop,
impact damper.

INTRODUCTION

This contribution presents analyses of  a container fall in an  interim storage facility for spent fuel.
The calculations were performed within preparation works on  the design of  the storage facility in NPP
Dukovany in the Czech Republic. The storage  facility will be an independent object  designed as a
single-aisle hall. The structural system consists of  reinforced concrete columns  and steel roof
structure. The container fall may occur as a result of operating personnel mistake or due to a failure of
the  suspending equipment or crane, although the probability of such an event is very small. An
analysis of consequences of the fall  shall be performed both for the container and also for the building
structure  affected by the container fall. The subject mater of the first analysis is to assess the floor
structure in the storage part of the facility when exposed to a fall from the transport height 0,3 m above
the floor level. The second analysis  is supposed to verify properties of an impact damper placed in the
floor of the storage facility receiving part, where a fall from 4 m is anticipated during container
unloading from a transport wagon.

FLOOR STRUCTURE EXPOSED TO A CONTAINER DROP

To assess the supporting reinforced concrete slab in the storage facility a detailed model has been
created   of the floor structure, including its subbase,  and also a detail model of the container for a
non-linear analysis of interaction between the container and the floor structure. The calculation have
been performed in order to establish a potential scope of damage  in the facility. The analysis was in
this case performed only for a fall on the container bottom, as for the transport height 0,3 m  the
container cannot turn to hit the floor with its bottom edge or side wall.

Floor structure in the storage facility:
1. Floor leveller  5mm : compressive strength min. 80 N/mm2

Jointless floor from modified synthetic resin with fine
siliceous sand as filler.

2. Screed concrete  100mm : C16/20 fck=16 N/mm2

3. Reiforced slab   500mm : C16/20 fck=16 N/mm2

4. Screed     50mm : C12/15 fck=12 N/mm2

5. Concrete bed     100mm : C12/15 fck=12 N/mm2

6. Compacted gravel bed : GW,
Modulus of deformation = 400 N/mm2

relative density = 0,9
effective angle of internal friction = 420

7. Rock subbase : R3 – R4
modulus of deformation 200 N/mm2
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Model of the  Container
The analyses were performed for  the CASTOR 440/84M containers. The total weight of one filled

container is 112 200 kg, the empty container weighs 93 720 kg. 
The outside dimensions of the container are 
Container body length 4200 mm
Diameter over the ribs 2660 mm
Diameter at the lid and bottom 2480 mm

The cylindrical wall of the container is 410 mm thick. The outer jacket is provided with radial ribs 50
mm deep. The container bottom is  425 mm thick.

Model of the Floor Structure
A part of the floor under the containers was  modelled with Solid-type elements. The model covers

a sector  5 m from the container centre,  with SOLID-type elements up to 2,6 m from the centre.
Continuity of the floor structure was  simulated   with boundary conditions along the boundary of the
modelled floor sector (free vertical displacement, zero rotations). The effect of soil under the floor
structure was  modelled  using equivalent springs. For non-linear behaviour of the floor structure
exposed to an impact a material model of the ABAQUS system was used. In cases where only the
floor structure at impact was verified a simplified model of the container was used  which only included
its  bottom and part of the wall  up to 1 m. The remaining part of the container was  substituted  with a
corresponding mass added into the model. The container was  assumed  to be linear elastic.

FE model of the conteiner and floor structure.
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In order to  test the influence of the model’s complexity on the response of structure exposed to the
impact  a number of computations was  performed  using different combinations of input parameters.
An analysis was performed of changes in the subbase rigidity, the slab was analyzed as linear and
non-linear in combination with the detailed and simplified model of the container.
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FE model – Nodal points used for acceleration output are indicated by their nodal numbers.

1: Z Acceleration, Node 610
2: Z Acceleration, Node 436
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Set Value

Acceleration time history at selected nodal points (nonlinear behaviour including concrete
cracking).

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE FLOOR STRUCTURE ANALYSES

The performed analyses have demonstrated a significant favourable effect  of a flexible floor
structure and its subbase on the container behaviour. For a container impact on the actual floor
structure the negative acceleration is significantly reduced once the container gets into contact  with
the floor. The performed analyses have made it possible to evaluate the time curves of stress and
deformation in the building structures of the storage facility for a fall from the transport height 300 mm
and to establish the scope of damages. In case of the impact the floor layers are broken only in the
parts  above the supporting reinforced concrete slab. The supporting slab developed  tension cracks
from the bottom face, in the area under the container perimeter. The slab was not  perforated from the
shear stress   and after the  load subsided  the cracks  closed without damaging the supporting
reinforcement of the slab and without creating  major permanent deformations.
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IMPACT DAMPERS

Impact dampers will  be situated in the receiving section of the storage facility on both sides of the siding
track  in a location where the containers will be handled when unloaded  from a transport wagon. The dampers
will be placed below the  floor level. Two design variants  were anticipated for the dampers. The first variant
was a damper consisting of wooden members. The structure should consist of  wooden blocks from coniferous
wood  bound with bolts and wrapped with  straps. The damper will be covered with a steel sheet at the floor level
. The other variant  anticipated a  steel damper  made up of deforming  elements from steel pipes  connected  into
one unit  with U-profiles. The damper is again covered with a steel sheet at the floor level. The initial parameter
for the damper design was  the total height  up to 500 mm, and it was required to stop the container on the
maximum possible distance (minimum acceleration  affecting the container). The damper was  designed with
two layers and,  based on the computations described in the sections below,  deforming elements were designed
from seamless pipes, profile  159/18 and  200 mm long, connected with U80 profiles. It was  anticipated that
the elements would  be connected by welding. Special attention should be paid  to the connection between the
pipe and U-profile, and the connection has to be executed throughout  the whole U-profile depth.

Wooden Damper
The wooden damper model  consists of solid-type elements. Material characteristics of the wood depend on

many factors (wood type, origin, growth conditions, environment in which the structure is placed, loading
regime), which significantly influence the computation parameters. Coniferous wood has been selected for  the
damper design.

Steel Damper
The following criteria have been decisive to design  the deforming elements:

• Stress  on the elements loaded by the container weight  shall be in the elastic area.
• For a container fall from  4 m the container has to be slowed down  on the maximum possible

distance,  however the deforming elements shall not be entirely compressed.
The design of deforming elements was  outlined  in  three steps. First , the dependence was identified between
the pipe displacement and the force, using a detailed model of the pipe with  U-profile. This dependence was
used as a characteristic of non-linear springs  to be used in further  calculation. The next step was  a calculation
of a drop of the container mass on one pair  of deforming elements. In the last step the design was verified in a
model of the entire damper when a container falls on its bottom or rim.

Material Characteristics of the Plastic Damper Element

16mm 16mm
300.2 321.0 MPa
411.7 440.4 MPa
37.9 33.3 %
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Steel plastic damper – cross section. 

 
                                                                  Steel plastic damper – plan view

Description of the Computation Model
The computations were performed using the Abaqus/Explicit system. Considering the symmetry of  the task

the model is based  on the ground plan of ¼ or  ½  of the structure. Four independent models were  used to
resolve the problem. The dampers were modelled as independent structures on a concrete slab under the
dampers. The effect of the  concrete slab, due to its higher rigidity compared to  the dampers, was neglected. The
container was modelled using two different models. The first model  represented the container as a whole, which
enabled to  establish the stress in the container and stress changes  during the fall. The other model represented
the lower part of the container. As the container is in comparison with the dampers significantly  more rigid, the
model simplification did not affect  overall results of the computation. Individual computations  combined
different variants  of the damper models with different containers models. The interaction between the models
was addressed by body contacts.
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RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

Wooden Damper  – Fall on the Bottom
A simplified model of the container  was used for the computation.  
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Nodal points selected for acceleration and displacement output.

1: Z Accele ra ti on, N ode 610
2: Z Accele ra ti on, N ode 436
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Acceleration time history Displacement time history
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Wooden Container  – Fall on the Bottom Edge
A detailed model  of the container was used for the calculation. The turning of the container  was chosen so

that the centre of gravity  of a full container  is above the edge on which the container falls. For this limit
condition the container  does not turn  around the contact point  but the container is pressed by force into the
damper volume. 
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Cask model with nodal points selected for acceleration and displacement output.
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Steel Damper – Fall on the Bottom
A simplified model of the container  was used for the calculation.  Calculations were performed both for

static and dynamic material characteristics  of the deforming elements steel. Results  of  the computation
with dynamic material characteristics are provided in form of diagrams.

Nodal points selected for acceleration and displacement output are indicated.

1: Z Acceleration, Node 436
2: Z Acceleration, Node 610
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      Acceleration time history – dynamic material properties

CONCLUSIONS FROM ANALYSES OF THE IMPACT DAMPERS

The impact damper made of wooden members is less suitable from the viewpoint of  time history of
the container acceleration in case of a fall, compared to the steel damper made of structural elements
with potential high plastic deformation. Compared to a wooden damper  the steel damper enables
more specific definition of material characteristics. Material characteristics of the wood are highly
variable  and they may change due to ageing and environment humidity.
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